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Introduction
Historically, risk management has been a
complex subject, with different stakeholders
assigning different values on the probability and
severity of harm. In medical devices, its high
importance has necessitated ISO 14971 Application of risk management for medical devices,
providing a generic risk-management framework
applicable to all medical devices, from design and
development through production and postproduction activities. In December 2019, the new
updated version of the ISO 14971 was released.
What does this update mean to medical devices
manufacturer’s quality system? A transitional period
of three years allows manufacturers to successfully
implement the new requirements in their quality
system.
Relationship between ISO 14971:2019
Medical Device Regulation (MDR)

and

Manufacturers of medical devices have a major
challenge ahead of adapting the quality management
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system to meet the new requirements of ISO
14971:2019 and MDR. It is a mitigating
circumstance that the new ISO 14971 is better
aligned with the general safety and performance
requirements of the MDR (Council of Europe, 2017;
ISO, 2019). While no major changes have been
made to the overall process of how to conduct riskmanagement, manufacturers will need to spend some
time examining the details associated with each
change in the new standard to ensure that the quality
system is completely aligned with each requirement.
More requirements for production and postproduction activities
Manufacturers of medical devices should
comply with requirements of ISO 14971 for
production and post – production activities from ISO
14971 and the MDR. The MDR talks about a risk
management process, ISO 14971 about a risk
management system. Production and post –
production activities include four phases, each with
detailed activities to be properly implemented in the
system:
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1. Establish a system to collect and review
information from production and post market
activities
2. Collect relevant information for the medical
device (i.e., information from users, distributors,
publicly available information, literature, etc.).
3. Review the information gathered in phase 2 to
determine its relevance to device safety. Any
previously unidentified hazards or hazardous
situations, new risks, or significant changes affecting
the risk need to be assessed to determine if a new
benefit-risk assessment is warranted.
4. Implement actions by reviewing the risk
management file to determine whether new risks
need to be assessed or previous risks require
reassessment. This phase also includes determining
whether actions are necessary for devices already on
the market and assessing the impact of previous risk
management activities. Additional risk control
measures may need to be implemented (ISO, 2019;
Trevino, 2019; van Vroonhoven, 2019).
The policy for establishing criteria for risk
acceptability and the resulting criteria must take
general safety and performance requirements into
account, meaning for example that risks must be
reduced as far as possible as long as it does not
adversely affect the benefit risk ratio. The new
standard specifies requirements for production and
post-production information to be considered as part
of the overall risk assessment process throughout the
life of the device. Both the MDR and the 3rd edition
of ISO 14971 require proactive collection and
evaluation of data from post-development phases
that must be properly included in manufacturer’s
quality system. The principles of collecting and
reviewing information have not changed, but the
requirements and the activities are described more
elaborately and more precisely (Council of Europe,
2017; ISO, 2019; Trevino, 2019).
Conclusion
ISO 14971:2019 provides a thorough process for
manufacturers to identify medical device hazards,
assess risks, control risks, and monitor the
effectiveness of risk controls throughout the life of a
device. This new edition is aligned with the general
safety and performance requirements within the new
EU MDR. It is now impossible to image that a

medical device would be developed and placed on
the market without thorough risk assessment or
without post-production monitoring.
While the existing changes are aimed at
clarifying concepts and no changes have been made
to the overall process to conduct risk management,
manufacturers still need to consider device-specific
standards. These can be used - in addition to ISO
14971 - to control specific risks associated with
some unique device categories to demonstrate how
risks can be reduced to acceptable levels using the
data from production and post - production
activities. It is anticipated that some manufacturers
of medical devices will have to spend some time
updating references to the previous standard in
existing quality system documentation.
Risk management is a challenging process in the
industry, and in our view, these changes aim to
clarify and simplify requirements. The end goal
should be to improve the effectiveness of the risk
management process to consistently launch highly
beneficial, safe and effective medical products by
proper implementation of the requirements for
production and post - production activities in the
manufacturer’s quality system.
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